EXHIBITION OPENING
AT THE AUSTRIAN CULTURAL FORUM
NEW YORK

SOUND:FRAME:REMIX
visualizing electronic music

SATURDAY SEP 12,
12 PM – 5 PM

“In the future people will say, ‘Last night a VJ saved my life!’” – Missy, Berlin, 2009
“sound:frame – one of the most popular festivals in the international DJ and VJ scene” – Austrian Radio and Television
Broadcasting Company (ORF), Vienna, 2009

The Austrian Cultural Forum New York is presenting the best works of the sound:frame festival, the
worldwide leading VJ/DJ event from Vienna. The exhibit sound:frame:remix will show seven videos and
installations by artists from Europe and the USA.

In the past years, Vienna has gained the reputation of being the “Capital of the Projections.” Musicians,
visual artists, VJs (video jockeys), and DJs (disk jockeys) all meet here to melt sound and moving pictures
together and create new synergies. A month-long, annual festival, sound:frame brings to life large exhibits,
numerous live events and performances, as well as a broad selection of workshops, lectures, and panel
discussions in various locations throughout Vienna and all of Europe. Within only a short time, this
festival has evolved from a Viennese insider tip to a highlight of the international VJ and DJ scene.

The exhibition opening of sound:frame:remix also marks the beginning of moving sounds 2009, a
festival that creates dialogue where different kinds of music and sound related fields can be explored,
experienced, discussed, and experimented with. Featuring performances by VJ Luma and Dorian Concept.

ARTISTS
ADDICTIVE TV (video/audio; UK) | ARJAN BRENTJES (video/audio; NL) | LICHTFAKTOR (video/audio; GER) | LICHTERLOH (video; AUT) / SMACS & PATRICK KONG (sound; AUT) | LUMA.LAUNISCH (video; AUT) / CATEKK
(audio; AUT) | MFO (video; GER) / CARL CRAIG, MORITZ VON OSWALD (audio; US) | ROBERT HEEL
(video/audio; GER) | TOFA (video; audio; GER) | TRANSFORMA (video; GER) / O.S.T. (audio; US) | UKO (video/
audio; AUT) | ULI KÜHN AND SYNES ELISCHKA (video; AUT) / CHANNEL F (audio; AUT)
EXHIBITION DATES:
SUNDAY SEP 13 –
SATURDAY OCT 31, 2009

GALLERY HOURS:
MONDAY – SATURDAY, 10 AM – 6 PM

Idea/conception and direction: Andreas Stadler
Curator: Eva Fischer
Exhibition Coordinator: Elisabeth Haider
Exhibition Assistance: Miriam Brownstone, Manfred Kapper, Markus Lubej, Lisa-Maria Matzinger, Michael Merzlikar, Kerstin Schuetz-Mueller, Maria Simma, Florian Tanzer
Exhibition Visuals: Gabriel “Specter” Reese and Waylon Tait

OPENING EVENTS: SATURDAY SEP 12, 2009

12 PM GUIDED TOUR with the curator (media opportunity)
3 PM – 5 PM OPENING
Opening remarks by Andreas Stadler, Director Austrian Cultural Forum
The exhibition opening coincides with the beginning of the Moving Sounds Festival 2009, which will kick off with a set by Austrian DJ Dorian Concept and visuals by VJ Luma (ACFNY Theater, 5 PM).

With generous support from AKG Acoustics GmbH, Austrian Airlines,
The Austrian Wines, Botstiber Foundation, Red Bull, RZB Finance, Zumtobel

Special Thanks to: Edwin Atkins, Michel Galante, International Studio & Curatorial Program (ISCP), and Josef Zutelgte

VENUE
Austrian Cultural Forum New York
11 E. 52. St.
New York, NY 10022
www.acfny.org
(212) 319 5300

Admission to exhibitions, concerts, and other events at the Austrian Cultural Forum is free.